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KILLED U-BOAT, MISSED PHOTO

when two Sunderland pilots attacked a Üboat recently, they "bagged” one

more submarine for Coastal Command, but to quote one of them, "lost the picture
of the war” - certainly of the U-boat war.

For the fight, which was graphically recorded on the aircrafts cameras,
ended in the submarine exploding- -

" with all the violence of a depth-charge going off,"
But the film ran out one second before the U-boat blew up.

The attack took place in the Day of Biscay, which is becoming a graveyard
for Hitler’s U-boats. The submarine crews crossing the Bay know the risks they
run from the ceaseless patrols of Coastal Command i aircraft, They cross on the

surface, where they can rake better speed than submerged, and, if attacked, can

attempt to fight it out with their guns. They are often escorted by numbers of

Ju* 38s. Altogether, the F. U-boat hunters can reckon on an exciting time.

Ir this case the submarine had no aircraft cover, but three Narvik type
German destroyers were within a dozen miles of it.

The two Sunderlands were on anti-submarine patrol when they sighted the

destroyers. Near by were some British corvettes which would have been "easy-neat"
for the warships* The pilots warned the corvettes, and then circled the

destroyers to keep an eye on then.

During this manoeuvre one of the pilots, p/Lt, Irwin ('Chick")Clarke, 'an

Australian from loot somy, Melbourne, hoard his front-gunner call out "Submarine
dead .-ahead," Ho found a U-boat of largo type, "looking very smart and new* and

powerful."

He manoeuvred to make his attack - the U-boat began turning too.

"Meanwhile," said P/Lt, Clarke, "the guns front the super-structure were

firing at us, though not very effectively, because the other Sunderland had cone

up and was also manoeuvring for an . attack, so that the Jerries’ fire was

divided between us, and confused.

"But my gunners and those of the, other Sunderland wore replying effectively
enough. There were several non round the conning-tower and,gun posts, and by the

tine I made my first run-in, to drop: ny stick, they were all dead, or badly
wounded, and others coning up from below to take their places were either hit or

frightened into jumping overboard.

"I- went down to a few feet above the boat to unload. The depth-charges
straddled her just aft' of the conning*-tower Immediately afterwards at least

30 of the crew poured out of the hatch and jumped overboard, and a couple of

dinghies were This seemed to indicate serious damage inside hull.



"During my run-in, the other aircraft supported my -attack with gun-fire, but

the depth-charge splashes had scarcely subsided when the other aircraft made its

attack, and we, in turn, supported with gun-fire.

"There was barely 30 seconds interval between the two depth-charge attacks, the

second aircraft actually flying through the spray which still remained after the

subsidence of the charges I had dropped.

"br e both circled the submarine for some time after this, firing at her all the

time. -Then I left, black or lark broom smoko .ms pouring from the stern."

The other pilot, T/Lt. R.D. Hanbury, of Burley, Ringwoo d, Hants, was able to

stay on to sec the "hill”.

"Aftcr my run-in,” he said, "the U-boat seemed, to com. to a step. She was

slightly down by the stern, and moke was gushing from the t r-part. Tore members

of the crew* scramble.l cut of the conning-tower, some attempting to man the guns,
others jumping overbear!. Both aircraft kept up the gun-fire. •nd by the time-

’Chick* left the scene the leek mas a shambles.

"It seemed impossible for the U-bcat to survive two depth-charge attacks, but
she did not appear to be mortally hurt, ifter ’Ohio]:’ left wo kept up the shooting
for about 10 minutes, and then circled to watch developments.

"Presently, there was an almighty explosion inside ’cub’ from somewhere

below the main gun platform. The plume of water shot up was at least as high as that
of depth-charge explosions, and the .middle seemed to be knocked out of the submarine.

Immediately afterward a she sank vertically, by the stern.

"he mere pretty pleased to sec her go* -had been expecting the enemy
destroyers - they wer.j only ly to 2Q minutes -.teaming away whan the attach began
and they could live made things difficult and night have salvaged the ’sup l

. But we

were nearly as pleased that we’d got a beautiful picture of the "kill". Our camera

chap was clicking away at the time, and immediately after the explosion I .looked at

him and he lowered the camera and said, ’got it - the picture of the war’.

"But -when we got hook one! had the film developed, \ro found that the explosion
scene had been crowded on to the trailer of the film and didn’t cone out. The camera

operator "won’t be happy now until he gets another”
,

p/Lt Hanbury, '.'.'ho sank a submarine in july., has 'been flying for many years,
and altogether has put in 7,000 hours in the air.

Photographs available from 8.1.P.P.iU
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